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Abstract

A viscometer-reactor assembly is used to generate data on the viscosity, h(t), of an example polymerizing system exhibiting the Trommsdorff

effect, namely, the bulk free radical polymerization of methyl methacrylate (MMA), at different temperature conditions [near-isothermal and non-

isothermal (near-step increase and near-step decrease in temperature)] and at two different initiator, 2,2 0-azoisobutyronitrile (AIBN),

concentrations. Two types of cup and bob assemblies, viz., the Haakew SV-2 and the Haakew HV-DIN, have been used to measure h(t) of the

reaction mass, until reasonably high values of viscosity, well into the gel effect region. Only three sets of experimental data on xm(t), Mw(t) and

h(t) under near-isothermal conditions, are used to develop general correlations for the viscosity. These tuned correlations predict the values of the

viscosity for a whole variety of other experimental conditions, including non-isothermal cases, reflecting that the physics of the system is well

represented by them. Hence, these correlations can be used for other systems after tuning their parameters. The feasibility of on-line soft sensing is

demonstrated for a few cases.

q 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Several bulk free radical polymerizations, e.g. polymethyl

methacrylate (PMMA), polystyrene (PS), copolymers, etc.

exhibit the gel (Trommsdorff [1,2]), glass and cage effects.

After the onset of the gel effect, the monomer conversion, xm,

and the weight average molecular weight,Mw, increase rapidly,

leading to a dramatic increase of the viscosity, h, of the

reaction mass. Good correlations for h are needed for such

systems, not only because of their fundamental importance in

rheology, but also for the proper design and operation of

reactors. In addition, these correlations can provide the

framework for studying reactive extrusions [3], as well as

systems in which rapidly polymerizing liquids are flowing

inside mold-cavities [4].

In contrast to the extensive amount of viscometric data and

correlations available for non-reacting polymer solutions
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and melts, only some information is available for polymerizing

systems. Some workers [5–7] have measured the viscosity as

well as the monomer conversion and the average molecular

weight of a few reacting systems simultaneously, using rheo-

dilatometers in which the viscosity is estimated using different

techniques (coaxial, capillary flow, ultrasound, etc.) as a

function of time, t. Gonzalez-Romero and Macosko [8] studied

the increase in viscosity during the rapid free radical

copolymerization of styrene-dimethacrylate, a cross-linking

system, using a specially designed cone and plate viscometer.

Recently, Cioffi et al. [9] measured the viscosity of two

polymerizing systems, styrene and n-butylmethacrylate, in a

cone and plate rheometer and in a specifically designed helical

barrel rheometer. They found the gel effect to reduce

significantly at high shear rates (about 100 sK1), thus providing

a means to control this phenomenon. In their review of the

rheokinetics of polymerizations [10], they indicate that most of

the workers in this area have measured viscosities of solution

polymerizations in an off-line manner and at early stages of

polymerization, and not much information is available on bulk

free radical polymerizations at high monomer conversions.

Mankar et al. [11,12] carried out bulk polymerization of MMA

in a specially designed viscometer-reactor assembly under

near-isothermal conditions. They measured the viscosity and

the temperature as a function of time and developed
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Nomenclature

Ai,1, Ai,2 empirical kinetic parameters (iZ1–4) (KK1, –)

Bi,1, Bi,2 empirical kinetic parameters (iZ1–4) (KK1, –)

a, b, K 0 empirical parameters in the viscosity correlation

(Eq. (10))

Cpolym concentration of polymer (kg mK3)

d0, d1, d2 empirical parameters in the viscosity correlation

(Eq. (4))

Ji empirical parameter in Eq. (9) (iZ1–4; –, K, KK1,

KK2)

kp, ktm rate constants for propagation and chain transfer to

monomer in the presence of the gel and glass effects

(m3 kmolK1 sK1)

k0p, k
0
tc, k

0
td, k

0
tm kp, ktc, ktd, ktm in the absence of the gel or

glass effects (m3 kmolK1 sK1)

k0po, k
0
tmo frequency factors for the intrinsic rate constants (s

K

1 or m3 kmolK1 sK1)

Mw weight average molecular weight [h(MWm)

(l2Cm2)/(l1Cm1)] (kg kmolK1)

MWm molecular weight of the monomer (kg kmolK1)

T(t) temperature of the reaction mixture at time t

(K or 8C)

t time (min)

xm(t) monomer conversion (molar) at time t [h1K(M/M0)]

Greek letters

g shear rate (sK1)

h viscosity of the reaction mass (Pa s)

hint intrinsic viscosity (kgK1 m3)

hsol viscosity of the solvent (monomer) (Pa s)

mn number average chain length at time t

[h(l1Cm1)/(l0Cm0)]

rm, rp density of pure (liquid) monomer and polymer at

temperature T (kg mK3)

t shear stress (Pa)

fm, fp volume fractions of monomer and polymer in liquid

at time t
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a correlation relating h to xm and Mw for different (isothermal)

temperatures and initiator loadings, [I]0. However, they were

not too successful in providing generalized correlations,

because of the lack of a good kinetic model and insufficient

experimental data on h(t) at different T(t).

The thrust of this work is to carry out bulk free radical

polymerizations of an example system, methyl methacrylate

(MMA), in a viscometer-reactor assembly using 2,20-azoisobu-

tyronitrile (AIBN) as an initiator, and measure h, xm andMw as a

function of time, t, well into the gel effect region, under different

near-isothermal and non-isothermal temperature histories. The

range of applicability of the earlier correlation of Mankar et al.

[11,12] can then be extended, and more general correlations

applicable to all initiator loadings and temperature histories can

be developed. These correlations will also be useful for on-line

soft sensing [determining the ‘state’ of the polymerizing system,

i.e. xm and Mw, using available data on T(t) and h(t)], on-line

model improvement and on-line optimal control, procedures

being used in several industrial polymerizations but not

documented too well in the open literature.
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the modified HVDIN cup-and-bob assembly. All

dimensions are in mm (not to scale).
2. Measurement of viscosity

2.1. Experimental set-up

Theexperimental systemused to generate data on the viscosity

of polymerizing systems using the Haakew (Gebrueder Haake

GmbH,Germany) SV-2 cup-and-bob assembly under a variety of

temperature histories, has been described in our previous papers

[13,14; Fig. 1]. This is not being repeated here. An additional cup-

and-bob assembly, similar to the Haakew SV-2, is used in the

present study. The details of this unit are shown in Fig. 1. The

latter can measure much higher viscosities of up to 400,000 Pa s

while the SV-2 can go only to about 35,000 Pa s (the bob



Table 1

Curve-fitted T(t) for the various experimental runs in the HVDIN cup-and-bob assembly

Run no. Experimental

condition

[I]0 (mol/m3) Pressure

(kPa)

Fitted T(t) in the HVDIN assemblya

1 NI50 15.48 100 K0.235t3C1.486t2K1.474tC47.131; t!4.30 50; tR4.30

2 NI50 25.8 100 K0.211t3C1.475t2K1.531tC45.984; t!4.58 50; tR4.58

3 NI60 15.48 100 K0.235t3C1.987t2K1.228tC45.423; t!5.97 60; tR5.97

4 NI60 25.8 100 K0.190t3C1.631t2K0.506tC45.145; t!6.42 60; tR6.42

5 NI70 15.48 250 K0.194t3C2.025t2K1.372tC46.432; t!7.35 70; tR7.35

6 NI70 25.8 250 K0.214t3C2.213t2K1.810tC46.625; t!6.95 70; tR6.95

7 NI80 15.48 350 K0.068t3C0.976t2C0.429tC45.894; t!9.72 80; tR9.72

8 NI80 25.8 350 K0.066t3C0.949t2C0.512tC45.845; t!9.17 80; tR9.17

9 SI50(60)70 15.48 250 K0.305t3C1.850t2K1.703tC46.912; t!3.10 50; 3.10!t!60

K0.081(tK60)3C0.769(tK60)2C1.287(tK60)C49.851; 60%t!67.70 70; tR67.70

10 SI50(60)70 25.8 250 K0.365t3C2.060t2K1.885tC46.940; t!3.85 50; 3.85!t!60

K0.075(tK60)3C0.705(tK60)2C1.455(tK60)C49.765; 60%t!67.95 70; tR67.95

11 SI50(120)70 15.48 250 0.114t3C0.455t2K0.324tC47.031; t!2.50 50; 2.50!t!120

K0.125(tK120)3C0.904(tK120)2C2.366(tK120)C49.983; 120%t!126.85 70;

tR126.85

12 SI50(120)70 25.8 250 K0.387t3C2.177t2K2.038tC46.978; t!3.52 50; 3.52!t!120

K0.039(tK120)3C0.441(tK120)2C1.296(tK120)C49.886; 120%t!127.75 70;

tR127.75

13 SI50(100)60 25.8 100 K0.098t3C0.588t2C0.749tC44.047; t!3.82 50; 3.82!t!100

K0.088(tK100)3C0.310(tK100)2C2.759(tK100)C49.434; 100%t!105.43 60;

tR105.43

14 SD70(20)50 15.48 250 K0.089t3C1.214t2K1.108tC47.47; t!7.62 70; 7.62%t!20

K0.011(tK20)3C0.497(tK20)2K5.951(tK20)C71.709; 20%t!27.20 50; tR27.20

15 SD70(20)50 25.8 250 K0.133t3C1.501t2K0.737tC46.825; t!7.82 70; 7.82%t!20

K0.002(tK20)3C0.369(tK20)2K5.635(tK20)C71.555; 20%t!27.80 50; tR27.80

a t in minute.
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automatically stops rotating above these values so as to avoid

damage to the measuring head).
2.2. Calibration of the cup-and-bob assemblies

The HVDIN cup-and-bob assembly is calibrated [11,12]

prior to use. Standard viscosity test liquids [E6000 (hZ5 Pa s)

and E40000 (hZ43.3 Pa s)], supplied by Gebrueder Haake

GmbH, Germany are used for this purpose. The calibration

obtained with relatively low viscosity test liquids is checked for

higher viscosities by using two polymer melts: polystyrene

(MwZ220,986 kg/kmol) at 180 8C, and poly methyl metha-

crylate (MwZ125,314 kg/kmol) at 210 8C, for the HVDIN

assembly. The temperature of the polymer melt is controlled

within G0.7 8C using a Haakew TP500 temperature controller.

The shear rate is kept low, at 0.06 sK1. The results for these two

systems are:

hPS Z 48; 750 Pa s (1)

hPMMA Z 102; 200 Pa s

which are within the experimental error of G10% of the

literature [15,16] values of 44,668 and 102,329 Pa s, respect-

ively. This indicates that the calibration is trustworthy.
2.3. Experimental procedure

The detailed procedure for carrying out the polymerization,

implementing the desired temperature history, T(t), and
measuring the viscosity, h(t), is described by Mankar et al.

[11] and is not repeated here. The pressure of the argon used to

avoid formation of vapor bubbles in the viscometer gap is

given in Table 1 for the several polymerization runs. In the case

of the HVDIN cup-and-bob assembly, it was observed that the

mixing of the reaction mixture as not satisfactory due to the

small size of the bob. In order to improve this, the shear rate

settings were kept at 50 sK1 in the beginning, 10 sK1 when the

viscosity of the reaction mixture crossed 3–5 Pa s, 2 sK1 when

the viscosity went beyond 15–30 Pa s, and finally, 0.1 sK1 after

the viscosity increased to above 80–100 Pa s. The data

obtained with this assembly superposes well with those

reported earlier by Mankar et al. [11], indicating that the

measured values of viscosity are trustworthy.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Experimental

The viscosity of the polymerizing MMA system is measured

using both the SV-2 and the HVDIN cup-and-bob assemblies at

15 different temperature histories, T(t). These include

(a) Eight near-isothermal (NI) polymerizations in which the

temperature is increased rapidly [13] from about 43 8C

(the cup and bob assembly was preheated to this

temperature) to the desired isothermal set-point value,

TSP, as soon as possible, and maintained at that point

thereafter. During the initial heating period, very little

polymerization takes place, and even though we refer



Fig. 2. Experimental data for h(t) for near-isothermal conditions for [I]0Z
15.48 mol/m3 (in absence of soft sensing and with the HVDIN assembly). ,:

NI50; 6: NI60; B: NI70; !: NI80; – – –: predictions of Correlation 1 (Eq.

(4)); —: predictions of Correlation 2 (Eq. (10)). Several data points have been

deleted in all cases to improve clarity.
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to these runs as near-isothermal (to be technically correct),

these are really isothermal polymerizations.

(b) Five (SI) cases in which the temperature is increased from

about 45 8C to the desired initial TSP as soon as possible,

maintained at that point for some period, and then TSP is

increased by a desired amount (and the temperature

maintained there once it attains that value). Run

SI50(100)60 indicates a polymerization in which the

temperature is increased to 50 8C in the beginning,

maintained at that value for 100 min, and then TSP is

increased to 60 8C.

(c) Two (SD) cases in which the temperature is increased

from about 45 8C to the desired initial TSP, maintained at

that point for some period, and then TSP is decreased by a

desired amount (and the temperature maintained there

once it attains that value).

The temperatures are found to be controlled withinG0.5 8C

of the set-points for most of the duration except when the set-

point is changed. The step change in the temperature is

achieved within about 6–7 min [13].

Two initiator (AIBN) loadings of [I]0Z15.48 and

25.8 mol/m3 are used. These are the same as those used by

Balke and Hamielec [17] and Mankar et al. [11]. The

temperature histories employed for all the runs for the two

assemblies are similar in nature. The experimental temperature

histories are curve-fitted to simple polynomials over different

periods of time. These are given in Table 1 for all the cases for

the HVDIN assembly ([13] gives these for the SV-2 assembly).

The variation of the viscosity with time is measured for each of

the cases. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time

that measurements of viscosities of bulk free radical

polymerizations up to as high values as 400,000 Pa s have

been reported in the open literature for a variety of non-

isothermal cases. For all these runs, the polymerizing samples

were stopped (quenched) in-between at different values of t and

the corresponding values of xm and Mw measured [13].
Fig. 3. Experimental data for h(t) for near-isothermal conditions for [I]0Z
25.8 mol/m3 (with the HVDIN assembly). ,: NI50; 6: NI60; B: NI70; !:

NI80; – – –: predictions of Correlation 1 (Eq. (4)) without soft sensing; —:

predictions of Correlation 2 (Eq. (10)) without soft sensing. — – —:

predictions of Correlation 2 with soft sensing. Other details are as in Fig. 2.
3.1.1. Experimental data at near-isothermal conditions

The experimental data on xm(t) and Mw(t) for all the eight

near-isothermal polymerizations taken with the HVDIN

assembly were found to superpose well with earlier results

taken either in small glass ampoules [17] or with the SV-2

assembly [11,13]. These results are not shown here for the sake

of brevity. The superposition of these results for the several

near-isothermal cases [11,13] with those of isothermal

experimental conditions carried out by Balke and Hamielec

[17] indicates that the present polymerizations are, indeed,

isothermal even though they are termed near isothermal.

Figs. 2 and 3 show experimental results on h(t) for [I]0Z
15.48 and 25.8 mol/m3, respectively, for the eight near-

isothermal cases. The SV-2 and HVDIN assemblies are not

expected to give trustworthy values of h below about 5 and

10 Pa s, respectively, even though the values obtained using

the two assemblies below these values match reasonably well

for all T(t). Since, the data using the two assemblies superpose

quite well, only those taken with the HVDIN assembly are
shown in these (and later) diagrams. It is observed that as the

reaction temperature increases, the slope of the h vs. t curve

increases. In addition, after the onset of the gel effect, the

viscosity of the reaction mass increases very rapidly and we

need to use smaller sampling times so as to get more data points

in this period. The sampling time employed for the

measurement of viscosity is 72 s at the beginning of the

reaction and as the reaction progresses, the sampling time is

gradually lowered to 5 s. It is found that the data shown in Figs.

2 and 3 for the NI50 case superpose quite well with those

reported earlier by Mankar et al. [11]. However, our NI70 data

on h(t) for [I]0Z25.8 mol/m3 for both the SV-2 and the

HVDIN assemblies are not in accord with our earlier data [12]

(latter are not shown). These workers had not checked xm(t)

and Mw(t) for the NI70 case against the data of Balke and

Hamielec [17]. In contrast, we did measure [13] these

quantities and found them to superpose well with those of

Balke and Hamielec [17], who carried out the polymerization

under isothermal conditions in small glass ampoules. This

suggests that the present NI70 viscosity data is more

trustworthy.



Fig. 4. Experimental data for h(t) for non-isothermal conditions for [I]0Z
15.48 mol/m3 (with the HVDIN assembly and without soft sensing). >:

SI50(60)70; 6: SI50(120)70. Results for ,: NI50 and B: NI70 also shown

for comparison. – – –: predictions of Correlation 1 (Eq. (4)); —: predictions of

Correlation 2 (Eq. (10)). Other details are as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 6. Experimental data for h(t) for non-isothermal conditions for [I]0Z
25.8 mol/m3 (with the HVDIN assembly). 6: SI50(100)60. Results for ,:

NI50 and B: NI60 also shown for comparison. – – –: predictions of

Correlation 1 (Eq. (4)) without soft sensing; —: predictions of Correlation 2

(Eq. (10)) without soft sensing; — – —: predictions of Correlation 2 (Eq. (10))

with soft sensing for SI50(100)60 and NI50. Other details are as in Fig. 2.
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3.1.2. Experimental data under non-isothermal conditions

Figs. 4–8 show data on h(t) for the non-isothermal cases

described in Table 1 (along with results for some NI cases for

comparison). The slope of the h vs. t curves for the SI runs

approaches those for the higher temperature NI runs, while

those for the SD cases approach those for the lower

temperature NI runs. Corresponding data for xm(t) and Mw(t)

for these cases are available in Ref. [13].
3.2. Modeling
3.2.1. Kinetics of polymerization

Correlations for h(t) for polymerizing systems require

values of xm(t) and Mw(t) for any temperature history. Hence,

good kinetic models that can predict these are required. The

latter are described in our earlier paper [13] but a short

summary (and some further extensions) is presented here. The

kinetic scheme for bulk free radical polymerization of MMA is

given in Ref. [13]. It incorporates chain transfer to monomer

(rate constant, ktm) as well as termination by both
Fig. 5. Experimental data for h(t) for non-isothermal conditions for [I]0Z
25.8 mol/m3 (with the HVDIN assembly). >: SI50(60)70; 6: SI50(120)70.

Results for ,: NI50 and B: NI70 also shown for comparison. – – –:

predictions of Correlation 1 (Eq. (4)) without soft sensing; —: predictions of

Correlation 2 (Eq. (10)) without soft sensing; — – — –: predictions of

Correlation 2 (Eq. (10)) with soft sensing for NI50. Other details are as in

Fig. 2.
disproportionation (ktd) and combination (ktc). In that study,

both ktm and ktc were assumed to be zero. We had proposed [13]

the following simple extension of the model of Curteanu and

Bulacovschi [18]:

ktd Z k0tdexp A1 CA2xm CA3x
2
m CA4x

3
m

� �
(2a)

kp Z k0pexp B1 CB2xm CB3x
2
m CB4x

3
m

� �
(2b)

Ai ZAi1ðTK273:15ÞCAi2; iZ 1; 2; 3; 4 (2c)

Bi ZBi1ðTK273:15ÞCBi2; iZ 1; 2; 3; 4 (2d)

This equation represents an empirical extension of the free-

volume model of Hui and Hamielec [19] and, hence, has some

molecular basis. Eq. (2), along with the set of mass balance and

moment equations [13], has been found to work satisfactorily

[13] for a variety of polymerizations, both isothermal and non-

isothermal. Several workers [20–24] have, indeed, incorpor-

ated both ktc and ktm in their models, and we extend our

previous [13] model to do the same. We obtain the following
Fig. 7. Experimental data for h(t) for non-isothermal conditions for [I]0Z
15.48 mol/m3 (with the HVDIN assembly and without soft sensing). 6:

SD70(20)50. Results for ,: NI50 and B: NI70 also shown for comparison.

– – –: predictions of Correlation 1 (Eq. (4)); —: predictions of Correlation 2

(Eq. (10)). Other details are as in Fig. 2.



Fig. 8. Experimental data for h(t) for non-isothermal conditions for [I]0Z
25.8 mol/m3 (with the HVDIN assembly). 6: SD70(20)50. Results for ,:

NI50 and B: NI70 also shown for comparison. – – –: predictions of

Correlation 1 (Eq. (4)) without soft sensing; —: predictions of Correlation 2

(Eq. (10)) without soft sensing; — – —: predictions of Correlation 2 (Eq. (10))

with soft sensing for NI50. Other details are as in Fig. 2.
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equation for termination by combination:

ktc

k0tc
Z

ktd

k0td
(3)

using the development of Chiu et al. [25]. A similar approach

was used earlier to develop an expression [13] for ktm to give

ktm=k
0
tmZkp=k

0
p. Eqs. (2) and (3) and that for ktm [13] {along with

the values: k0tdCk0tcZ9:800!107 expðK2:937!103=RTÞ;

k0tc=k
0
td

� �
Z3:956!10K4 expð17:1126!103=RTÞ and k0tmZ4:66

!109expðK74:28!103=RTÞ [20]}, can be used with the set of

mass balance andmoment equations [26,27] to study the progress

of polymerization under almost any experimental condition, i.e.

T(t) and [I](t). The values of the 16 model parameters in Eq. (2)

are tuned using the same procedure as described in Ref. [13]. It is

observed that the tuned values of the model parameters with both

ktc and ktm incorporated, are almost identical to those with only

ktm included (the parameters of the latter are given in Ref. [13])

and are used in this study henceforth.
3.2.2. Viscosity

Several workers [26,28] have suggested the use of the

Lyons–Tobolsky equation [29] for modeling the viscosity of

polymerizing systems. Gonzalez-Romero and Macosko [8]

considered the viscosity increase during polymerization as a

function of only xm and T, and did not take into account its

dependence onMw. Mankar et al. [11] used an extension of the

Martin equation [30]. Yet another correlation has been

suggested by Malkin and Kulchikhin [5] and Malkin [6].

More recently, Song et al. [31] presented a simple model for

the viscosity of multi-component liquids containing polymers.

Any of these can be ‘tuned’ using experimental data to obtain

suitable models. We have selected two of the several

correlations available, namely the extended Martin equation

and the correlation of Malkin and coworkers. As was done for

the kinetic model, only some of the experimental data on h(t) is

used to ‘tune’ the parameters of the correlations for the

viscosity, and then the model predictions are tested against the

remaining data to see if the agreement with experimental

results is good. The values of xm(t) and Mw(t) for a specified
T(t) are obtained from the kinetic model, and used in the two

correlations for h(t).

The first model studied [11,30] is given by

Correlation 1:.

hZ hsol½1ChintCpolymexpfd0 Cd1ðhintCpolymÞ

Cd2ðhintCpolymÞ
2g� (4)

where d0–d2 are constants to be fitted to data, and are

independent of T(t). In Eq. (4), hint is the intrinsic viscosity,

given for the MMA–PMMA system by [32]

hintðm
3=kgÞZ 5:2!10K4M0:76

w

ðfor MwR35; 000 kg=kmolÞ
(5)

The above Mark–Houwink equation is for the PMMA–

benzene system at 30 8C. However, this equation is actually used

in Eq. (4) as one forMw, and it does not matter if the temperature

of the reaction mass is actually different from 30 8C, or if a

different solvent is used. In Eq. (4),Cpolym is the concentration of

the polymer in the reaction mass at time, t, and is given by

Cpolym Z ð1KfmÞrp (6)

where fm is the volume fraction of the monomer, and rp is the

density of the pure polymer. fm, in turn, can be related to the

monomer conversion by

fm Z
ð1KxmÞ=rm

ð1KxmÞ=rm Cxm=rp
(7)

In Eq. (7), rm is the density of the pure monomer. The

densities, rm and rp, are given by [20]

rm Z 966:5K1:1ðTK273:15Þ (8a)

rp Z 1200 kg mK3 (8b)

Ref. [33] gives the viscosity, hsol, of the solvent (pure

monomer) as

log10hsol Z J1 CJ2=T CJ3T CJ4T
2 (9)

where J1–J4 are constants. The values of the various parameters

used in the above correlation are available elsewhere [11].

The second correlation used in the present study is [5,6]:

Correlation 2:.

hZKXa
mM

b
w (10a)

log10hZK 0 Ca log10Xm Cb log10Mw (10b)

where h has units of Pa s, and Mw has units of kg/kmol. In Eq.

(10), Xm (h100xm) is the percentage conversion of the

monomer, and K 0, a, and b are constants (independent of

temperature). This correlation has been used to study several

polymerizations [34–36] as well as for explaining [3] phase

separation during polymerization.

It may be emphasized here that Correlation 1 involves only

a small explicit dependence on the temperature (through
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rm and hsol) while Correlation 2 has no such (explicit)

dependence. The effect of temperature enters primarily (and

indirectly) through xm(t) andMw(t), which depend significantly

on T(t).

Mankar et al. [11,12] obtained individual sets of values of

the three parameters d0, d1, d2, in Eq. (4) using their data

[11,12] on h(t) for the NI50, NI60, and NI70 cases. It has

already been pointed out earlier that their data on h(t) for the

NI70 run, for [I]0Z25.8 mol/m3, is possibly in error. In fact,

their values for the constants in Eq. (4) differ significantly for

this particular case (while those obtained for the NI50 and NI60

runs for both [I]0s seem similar; this is one more reason why we

believe that experimental data reported earlier [12] for NI70

may be in error).

In thiswork,wehave tuned the parameters,d0,d1 andd2, inEq.

(4) and K0 in Eq. (10) (we have fixed aZ12.8 and bZ3.4 [5])

using only three sets of experimental data on h(t). The data used

for tuning are: NI50 for [I]0Z15.48 mol/m3, and NI60 at both

[I]0Z15.48 and 25.8 mol/m3. Only a single, common set of

values of the parameters is obtained. A code for simple genetic

algorithm, SGA [37], is used for this. The tuning is done by

minimizing the normalized sum of square errors, E, between the

experimental data on h(t) and the model-predicted values:

Min Eðd0; d1; d2;K
0ÞZ

Xnx
iZ1

hmodðtiÞKhexpðtiÞ

hmodðtiÞ

� �2� �
(11)

In Eq. (11), subscripts, mod and exp, represent the model-

predicted and corresponding experimental values, respectively,

and nx is the total number of data points available for h(t). Table 2

gives the final values of the parameters obtained for the two

correlations. This table also gives the values of the computational

parameters used in the SGA code.

The predictions of the two correlations for h(t) for all the NI

runs (including those not used for tuning the parameters), are

shown by dotted and continuous curves, respectively, in Figs. 2

and 3. Figs. 4–8 show the model-predictions of the viscosity for

all the non-isothermal experimental conditions. It is observed

from these figures that the predictions of the two correlations
Table 2

Final values of the parameters of Eqs. (4) and (10), as well as the values and

bounds used in SGA [37]

Computational parameters

No. of parameters, n Three for Eq. (4), and one for Eq. 10

Population size, Np 50

Probability of crossover, Pc 0.9

Probability of mutation, Pm 0.003

Length of chromosome, lstr 15

Bounds

Tuning

parameter

Lower bound Upper bound Final value

d0, Eq. (4) 1.222 1.422 1.318

d1, Eq. (4) 1.000!10K1 2.000!10K1 1.966!10K1

d2, Eq. (4) K5.500!10K4 K6.500!10K4 K5.535!10K4

K 0, Eq. (10) K3.545!101 K3.945!101 K3.640!101
for the viscosity are quite similar, and match quite well with

experimental data. The good agreement of the model

predictions with experimental data even for systems not used

for tuning (including those under non-isothermal conditions)

indicates that either of the two models is quite good and

general, and reflects the fact that they represent the physics of

the problem well. Hence, we believe that these models (for h as

well as xm andMw) are quite general, and can be used for other

polymer systems as well, provided the parameters are tuned

using some experimental data on xm(t), Mw(t) and h(t) for a

specified T(t) for the system of interest.

The sensitivity of the model to variations in the parameters

of the two correlations is now studied. It is observed that

Correlation 1 is less sensitive to changes in the values of the

model parameters than Correlation 2. A change in the value of

d0 ofG2% around its tuned value gives about aG10% change

in h(t). A similar result is observed for d1. However, a change

in d2 by about G10% around the tuned value changes h(t) by

only aboutG4%. In contrast, Correlation 2 is found to be quite

sensitive to changes in K 0: a G2% in K 0 around its tuned value

leads to almost a G400% change in viscosity.

It may be mentioned that the predictions of Correlation 1

(Eq. (4)) are good only for values of viscosity below about

400,000 Pa s, the value used for tuning. Beyond this point,

Correlation 1 shows a decrease in the value of the viscosity,

which suggests the failure of this equation beyond this stage.

This limitation should be kept in mind. In contrast, Correlation

2 (Eq. (10)) predicts increasing viscosities even after this point,

and so can be used for the entire course of reaction. This

advantage of Correlation 2 somewhat balances its disadvan-

tages associated with its sensitivity.

3.3. On-line tuning

It is observed from Fig. 3 that the model predictions for both

the correlations do not agree as well with experimental data for

the NI50 case for [I]0Z25.8 mol/m3, as they do for several

other cases. Fig. 4 of Ref. [13] shows that the prediction of the

kinetic model is also not satisfactory for this case. The poor fit

of the viscosity correlations could possibly be attributed to the

poor fit of the kinetic model for this case. If this is indeed so,

the predictions could be improved using ‘soft sensing’, i.e. on-

line re-tuning of some of the kinetic parameters using

experimental data on T(t) and h(t) [and not xm(t) or Mw(t),

which cannot be measured on-line], as available at any time.

After a few trials, it was found that only eight of the kinetic

parameters, namely, A11, A12, A21, A22, B11, B12, B21, and B22,

needed to be re-tuned. This procedure can actually be carried

out several times so as to adapt the model continuously.

However, we only illustrate the feasibility of re-tuning here.

We use the entire set of data on T(t) and h(t) to re-tune (only

once) the kinetic parameters. SGA is used for this purpose. The

new parameters are given in Table 3, along with the values of

the computational parameters used. The re-tuned model shows

a remarkable improvement of the agreement for both the

correlations, as shown in Fig. 3 (the predictions of the two

re-tuned models are indistinguishable). In fact, the agreement



Table 3

Re-tuned values of some of the kinetic parameters (Eq. (2)) along with values

of the computational parameters used in SGA [37]

Computational parameters

No. of parameters, n 8

Population size, Np 50

Probability of crossover, Pc 0.9

Probability of mutation, Pm 0.003

Length of chromosome, lstr 15

Bounds

Tuning

parameter

Lower bound Upper bound Re-tuned

values, NI50

Re-tuned

values,

SI50(100)60

A11, K
K1

K2.690!10K2 K0.79!10K2 K1.364!10K2 K0.950!10K2

A12 6.521!10K1 9.781!10K1 6.555!10K1 7.0406!10K1

A21, K
K1

K3.036!10K1 K2.024!10K1 K2.092!10K1 K2.998!10K1

A22 7.540 10.311 9.622 9.581

B11, K
K1

K5.300!10K3 K3.900!10K3 K2.509!10K3 K4.078!10K3

B12 9.690!10K2 1.400!10K1 9.017!10K2 9.774!10K2

B21, K
K1

K3.138!10K1 K2.225!10K1 K2.142!10K1 K2.726!10K1

B22 7.571 11.357 6.379 10.379
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of xm(t) and Mw(t) also improves significantly (results not

shown). A similar improvement is observed for the case of the

SI50(100)60 run with [I]0Z25.8 mol/m3 (Fig. 6 and Table 3).

These simple examples indicate the possibility of continuous

soft sensing and model update. Such procedures are being

carried out in industry for a variety of polymerizations, but

very little documentation is available in the open literature.

4. Conclusions

Experimental data are generated for the viscosity of bulk

free radical polymerization of MMA under a variety of

temperature histories, isothermal as well as non-isothermal.

Two correlations for the viscosity are developed and the model

parameters are tuned using only three sets of near-isothermal

data. The predictions of these tuned models are in good accord

with other sets of experimental data, particularly under non-

isothermal conditions, indicating that these models reflect the

physics of the situation quite well, and so should be applicable

to other systems too (after tuning using appropriate exper-

imental data). The agreement of the model with a considerable

amount of experimental results, particularly under non-

isothermal conditions, provides a stringent test of the

correlations. The feasibility of viscosity-based soft sensors

for on-line state estimation and model update, is discussed.
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